**Parts**

- Headphone (without battery)
- Wired Headphone (without battery)
- Power Supply: 2xAAA batteries or 4.5V DC
- Distortion: \( \leq 2\% \)
- Reception Mode: FM
- Emission Frequency: 86±0.5MHz
- Modulation Mode: PM
- Power Indicator
- Scan Key
- Volume Control
- Receiver (Headphone)
- Emitter
- Power Supply: 2xAAA batteries or 4.5V DC
- Distortion: \( \leq 2\% \)
- Reception Mode: FM
- Emission Frequency: 86±0.5MHz
- Modulation Mode: PM
- Power Indicator
- Scan Key
- Volume Control

**Technical Specifications**

- Emitter
- Receiver (Headphone)
- Power Supply: 2xAAA batteries or 4.5V DC
- Distortion: \( \leq 2\% \)
- Reception Mode: FM
- Emission Frequency: 86±0.5MHz
- Modulation Mode: PM
- Power Indicator
- Scan Key
- Volume Control

**Notes**

- This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
- The appliance should not be used by children without supervision.
- Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
- Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

**Installation**

1. Connect the emitter audio cable to the audio socket of the receiver. (See Fig. 2)
2. Turn on the power switch of the emitter, then the indicator go on well, put the volume control to a suitable position, then adjust the tiny modulation on the emitter till getting a better effect (larger sound and clearer).
3. Turn off the emitter, and turn to search a higher range and lock one radio channel; when the volume becomes weak and the sound is distorted.
4. Remove batteries when not using unit for a long time.
5. The receiver can be used separately if an FM radio. First, draw the function switch to the "WIRELESS" position, the indicator of the headphone go on. Put the volume control to a suitable position, then adjust the tiny modulation on the emitter till getting a better effect (larger sound and clearer).

**Operation**

1. Power Indicator
2. Scan Key (SCAN)
3. Volume Control (VOL)
4. Power Switch (Tiny Frequency Modulation)
5. Microphone Lock (MIC)
6. Audio Socket
7. Power Indicator (Front)
8. Battery Compartment Cover
9. Power Socket (4.5VDC)
10. Microphone Lock (MIC)
11. Battery Compartment (Bottom)
12. Audio Cable of Emitter
13. Appearance and Function Illustrations

**Appearance and Function Illustrations**

A. Receiver (Headphone)
B. Emitter

**User's Manual**

1. To improve reception, put the receiver in a place with clear vision. If the sound is distorted, move the receiver to another place.
2. The receiver reception is poor.
3. The volume becomes weak and the sound is distorted.
4. The emitter indicator becomes dim.

**Instructions**

- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.

**Usage**

- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.

**Removal**

- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.
- To improve reception, move the receiver to another place if the sound is distorted.

**Maintenance**

- Replace the batteries if you are having the following problems.
- To achieve best reception, spread out emitter audio cable of the emitter.
- Add receiver to the FM radio, and connect the receiver to the power supply. (See Fig. 3, Fig. 4).
- Connect one end of the audio cable (optional) into the audio socket of the receiver, and connect the other end into the headphone socket of the electronic device, such as TV, audio device, PC, DVD player, etc. (see Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4).
- In the "WIRELESS" position, the indicator of the headphone go on. Put the volume control to a suitable position, then adjust the tiny modulation on the emitter till getting a better effect (larger sound and clearer).
- Turn off the emitter, and turn to search a higher range and lock one radio channel; when the volume becomes weak and the sound is distorted.
- Remove batteries when not using unit for a long time.